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Introduction: In today's networkoriented 
computing environments it's common to find 
applications that distribute their workload over 
multiple hosts, for example, network-aware PCs and 
UNIX workstations. In some cases, distributed 
applications are composed of tightly knit 
components, each component capable of residing 
on any arbitrary host that provides the requisite 
services. For example, a data collection module 
residing on each satellite-monitoring workstation 
that collects and feeds data to a coordinating 
application for synthesis. In other cases, a system of 
loosely knit applications work together to provide a 
single (point of ) interface for an application or a 
user. For example, an end-user working from a web 
browser interface could perform data entry via a 
servlet that communicates with an application 
server, which in turn manages multiple databases 
residing on multiple database servers from several 
database vendors. 

In the past, distributed application components 
were often implemented in traditional languages 
such as C or C++ as executable files or shared 
object-code libraries. Implementing application 
components as machine-dependent binary 
modules is problematic because it forces developers 
and system administrators to deal with a whole 
range of issues: Portability of application 
components Interoperability of components 
developed with different programming languages 
Data communication / exchange across multiple 
machine architectures Rogue modifications to 
binary modules that compromise security. 

More recently, Java has become tremendously 
popular as a development language for 
distributedapplication components for several 

reasons: Highly modular, dynamic, classoriented 
compilation units Portability of compiled code (class 
files) On-demand loading of functionality JDBC-
related portability across database vendors Fine-
grained and very configurable security control Built-
in support for low-level network programming URL-
related classes and interfaces Extensible URL 
support for custom protocols. With Java's support 
for low-level network socket programming, as well 
as high-level URL support for common protocols 
such as ftp, http, and telnet, it's straightforward to 
design application components that communicate 
over the network. More importantly, however, Java 
supports programmer-defined content and 
protocol handlers. This framework for alternate 
communication protocols facilitates new 
communication models that were not envisioned 
when Java was created, as well as application-
specific communication protocols, both of which 
essentially plug into the existing URL-oriented 
framework. This flexibility facilitates network 
communication that is not bound by highly 
structured communication protocols such as 
remote method invocation (RMI), which is more 
suitable for traditional client-server designs.

With application components interoperating from 
different network hosts, efficient task distribution 
and communication become very important. In lieu 
of distributed components communicating over the
network, in some cases it makes more sense to 
transport an application component to a remote 
location, have it perform it work, and then either 
return or dispose of itself. That is, at times mobile 
components are more suitable than static 
components. These components could operate on 
behalf of a coordinating component at another site.
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APIs: There are several APIs that support 
component mobility and provide the appropriate 
frameworks and protocols for developing what are 
commonly called mobile agents. Mobile agent 
technologies support common solutions to 
implementing cooperating, distributed application 
components. Just as a graphical toolkit is useful for 
developing multiple graphical applications, a 
mobile agent framework facilitates the 
development of multiple distributed applications, as 
well as the ongoing enhancement of existing 
distributed applications. The ASDK framework is a 
lightweight mobile agent technology from IBM's 
Tokyo Research Laboratory [2]. With aglets, it's 
straightforward to develop stand-alone distributed 
applications that are independent of large-scale 
application server frameworks. That is, application 
components can be truly distributed, and not 
dependent on a centralized application server that 
provides a host of distributed middleware services. 
The Aglets Software Development Kit (ASDK) from 
IBM [3] includes the Java class files for the Aglets 
API, extensive documentation, numerous examples, 
source code, and Tahiti, an aglet server/viewer. With 
a Tahiti server running on two different hosts, it's 
quite easy to design aglets that travel between the 
local and remote hosts, as well as communicate with 
other aglets across hosts. The API also includes 
classes for implementing aglet server functionality 
within Java applications. 

Aglet Basics: An aglet is simply a Java class that 
extends Aglet:

		import com.ibm.aglet.*;
		import com.ibm.aglet.event.*;
		public class FOO extends Aglet {
  FOO }

Aglets must exist in a place, an aglet context. Aglet 
contexts can be implemented within stand-alone 
applications, or within special-purpose aglet servers, 
such as the Tahiti server that's shipped with the 
ASDK. Tahiti provides command buttons for 
controlling the currently selected aglet. For 
example, if you select the GreetingText aglet, you 
can then dispatch it to a remote location, and 
subsequently retract it. Tahiti uses dialogs to gather 
pertinent information for operations such as 
dispatch and retract.  The ASDK framework is 
extensive. In addition to the Aglet class default 
methods such as onCreation(), onDisposing(), and 
run(), there are methods for adding listeners, for 
example, addMobilityListener(), so that an aglet (via 
an anonymous listener or a supporting listener 
object) can react to changes in location. 
(MobilityListener prescribes three methods: 
onArrival(), onDispatching(), and onReverting().) 
Beyond the core aglet-related classes and interfaces, 
there are packages for system- and utility-oriented 
packages.

Aglets in Distributed Applications: With mobile 
agent technologies, a developer is not bound by 
more traditional distributed computing models, for 
example, two-tier client-server models, three-tier 
middleware-oriented models, and so on. The ASDK 
framework facilitates flexible code distribution, that 
is, factoring functionality and communications 
using the most appropriate strategies for the task at 
hand. Moreover, this functionality can move to the 
most appropriate network host, as needed, on 
demand.

The ASDK framework provides an event model that 
supports mobility-oriented and mobility-triggered 
operations. Aglets can be dispatched to and 
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retracted from remote aglet contexts; and, upon 
arrival at a remote host, aglets can perform any Java 
operation, assuming that security privileges have 
been granted. Because an aglet is simply a Java 
class, it's executable in any aglet environment 
operating within any Java environment that allows 
its form of network communication (typically, using 
the agent transfer protocol, ATP).

The mobile agent paradigm supports a powerful 
programming style. In many cases, the challenge for 
programmers is to resist viewing the "world" in 
terms of the traditional client-server paradigm. 
Instead, programmers should look for opportunities 
to empower Java classes with the capability of 
relocating themselves on various hosts and 
performing the requisite work.

There are at least three ways to view the role of 
aglet technology:As a communication mechanism 
As a data transport vehicle among hosts As a 
framework for partitioning application functionality

We can view communication at two levels. First, 
aglets themselves are often dispatched from host to 
host. As mentioned, the ASDK uses a URL-based 
communication protocol, ATP. Typically, when a 
program dispatches an aglet to a remote site, the 
destination is specified as a URL, for example, 
atp://<host>:<port>/<context>. If the ATP protocol 
handler is properly registered with the Java 
environment, the Java runtime software handles the 
low-level data transport (in this case, an aglet 
instance) to the specified host and port. Upon 
arrival, the aglet-aware program at the specified 
port automatically parses and interprets the data 
stream using the registered ATP content handler.

Second, there are times when two application 
components need to communicate, for example, 
exchanging a message. If these two components are 
implemented as aglets, they can use the ASDK's 
built-in messaging facility, which supports 
synchronous and asynchronous communication. If 
these two components are not aglets, they can 
instantiate aglets that perform the communication 
for them. In this scenario, we're suggesting aglets for 
communication in lieu of more traditional network 
programming facilities, for example, RMI, sockets, 
and so on.

Aglet Environs: In general, a mobile agent must 
exist in a place that has the functionality to support 
mobile agents. With the ASDK framework, an aglet is 
created in an aglet context. The ASDK provides an 
API for programmatically creating and working with 
aglet contexts. 

Aglet Life Cycle: There are three fundamental life 
cycle-related operations:Create. An aglet is created 
within/relative to an aglet context; each aglet is 
assigned a unique identifier. Upon creation, an aglet 
is initialized and its thread of execution begins. 
Clone. This process produces a distinct aglet with a 
unique identifier. Due to the limitations of Java, it's 
not possible for the clone to reflect the cloned 
aglet's execution state; thus, the clone's thread of 
execution begins anew. Dispose. When an aglet's 
work is done, it can be disposed. This process 
terminates execution and removes the aglet from 
the context. When no references to the aglet remain, 
it will be subject to garbage collection.

During an aglet's existence, it can participate in 
several fundamental operations:Dispatch. An aglet is 
removed from its current context and forwarded to 
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another, typically remote, context. At the target site, 
its execution (its run() method) begins anew. 
Retract. An aglet is removed from its "dispatched-
to," typically remote, context and reintroduced to its 
"home" context. At home, its execution begins anew. 
Deactivate. An aglet's execution is halted; the aglet 
becomes dormant; and its state is transferred to 
secondary storage. The aglet is not removed from 
the aglet context. The aglet sleeps for at least the 
specified dormancy period. Activate. When a 
deactivated aglet's sleep cycle expires, it is activated 
and its execution begins a new.

In conjunction with these fundamental operations, 
the ASDK framework supports closely coordinated, 
aglet-specific operations through default methods 
in the Aglet class such as onCreation(), 
onDisposing(), and run(), as well as a delegate-based 
event model.

The Steffen-Aglet: The Steffen-Aglet is a mobile 
aglet that goes to a remote host (Tahitiserver) and 
then returns home and dies. This Aglet 
demonstrates the atp-protocol Aglets used in 
general to make Aglets move from and through 
Agletservers.  The MyFrame class is used to specify 
the Host to travel through.

protected void createGUI() {
  my_dialog = new MyFrame(this)
  my_dialog.pack();
  my_dialog.setSize(my_dialog.getPreferredSize());
  my_dialog.setVisible(true);
 } FOO

At the each arrival the Tahitiserver displays 
Agletmessages. After a few seconds the Steffen-
Aglet travels back and destroys itself. 

	public void atHome(Message msg) {
	FOO
 dispose(); 
 }
Installation and running the Steffen-Aglet: After 
you have installed the Tahitiserver its quit simple to 
run the Steffen-Aglet. Just put the Steffen.class and 
the MyFrame.class into your (default) public 
Tahitiserver folder. Start the Tahitiserver click create 
and specify the classpath and proceed.

If you want to compile the source Steffen.java and 
the MyFrame.java check your lib and specify the 
package name.

Sources:

[1] http://www.aglets.sourceforge.net

[2] http://www.trl.ibm.co.jp/aglets 

[3] http://www.alphaworks.ibm.com

[4] Agententechnologie by Murch, Johnson
      Addison Wesley 2000, ISBM 3827316529
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